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AbstratFinding a minimum size 2-vertex onneted spanning subgraph of a graph G with n vertiesand m edges is known to be NP-hard even if a Hamiltonian path of G is given as part of theinput. In this paper we propose an O(n +m) time and spae algorithm whih approximatesthe optimal solution for the above problem by a fator of no more than 4=3. The best knownalgorithm for the ase in whih a Hamiltonian path is not given is due to Garg et al., and hasan approximation guarantee of 3=2. The ratio of their algorithm does not derease when it isapplied to the speial ase in whih a Hamiltonian path is given as part of the input.





3.1. IntrodutionThe problem of �nding a minimum size 2-vertex onneted (simply bionneted, in the following)spanning subgraph of a bionneted graph G is one of the lassial problems in omputer sieneand ombinatorial optimization. It is known to be NP-hard, sine its deision version ontainsas a speial ase the Hamiltonian yle problem (i.e., the problem of deiding whether a graph Gontains a simple yle that inludes all the verties), whih is well-known to be NP-omplete [3℄.Due to its relevane and to the great number of appliations it �nds in di�erent �elds, severalapproximation algorithms for solving this problem have been devised in the past few years.Khuller and Vishkin [8℄ introdued the notions of arving of a graph to establish approximationfators of no more than 5=3. Their algorithm has been improved by Garg et al. [4℄, who loweredthe approximation ratio to 3=2. For an exhaustive survey on vertex-onnetivity problems, theinterested reader an refer to [7℄.A question whih naturally arises is that of studying whether the approximation guarantee anbe improved one the input of the problem is enrihed. In 1976, Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [9℄proved that the problem of determining whether a graph ontains a Hamiltonian yle remainsNP-omplete even if a Hamiltonian path is given as part of the input. It follows that the problemof determining whether a graph admits a bionneted spanning subgraph of size k � n, onea Hamiltonian path is given as part of the input, is NP-omplete as well. In this paper weonsider the optimization version of this latter problem, that is, given a bionneted graph Gand a Hamiltonian path in it, �nd a bionneted spanning subgraph of G whose size is minimum.We refer to this problem as the MBSH problem and we show that it an be solved in O(n+m)time and spae and with an approximation guarantee of 4=3. It is not hard to see that thealgorithm proposed by Garg et al. [4℄, will not guarantee an approximation fator better than3=2 when adapted to the latter problem (the adaptation essentially onsists of setting the generidepth �rst searh tree used there to be just the given Hamiltonian path).From an appliation point of view, our algorithm has a pratial impat in hain ommuni-ation networks (or one-to-one ommuniation networks), where we have a distinguished sourevertex r sending messages to a sink vertex s through a hain of verties hv1 = r; v2; : : : ; vn = si.Suppose we have a set of potential additional links (vi; vj), with 1 � i < j+1 � n, suh that thegraph resulting from the hain now enrihed of the additional edges is bionneted. Then, onemight be interested in making the ommuniation between r and s immune to vertex failures(exept for the failing of r and s), by using a minimum number of links. Our algorithm solvesthis problem in linear time and spae with an approximation fator of 4=3.The algorithm starts by omputing an open ear deomposition (OED) of a bionneted span-ning subgraph of G. Reall that a graph is bionneted if and only if it has an OED [10℄. Afterperforming a series of gluing operations on the ears, the algorithm outputs a re�ned OED whoseears are either long or poorly adjaent to the rest of the graph. Hene, it will be possible toshow that eah re�ned ear needs at least 3 edges (in amortized sense) to be bionneted to therest of the graph. From this, the approximation fator of 4=3 will be derived.2. Preliminaries2.1. Basi de�nitionsLet G = (V;E) be an unweighted, undireted graph, where V is the set of verties and E � V �Vis the set of edges. Let n � 3 and m denote the number of verties and the number of edges,



4.respetively. A graph H = (V (H); E(H)) is alled a subgraph of G if V (H) � V and E(H) � E.If V (H) � V then H is alled a spanning subgraph of G.A simple path P (or a path for short) in G is a subgraph with V (P ) = fv1; : : : ; vkjvi 6= vj fori 6= jg and E(P ) = f(vi; vi+1)j1 � i < kg, also denoted as hv1; v2; : : : ; vki. Path P is said to gofrom v1 to vk, alled the endverties of P , passing through the internal verties v2; v3; : : : ; vk�1.The number of verties belonging to P will be denoted as jP j, while the restrition of P to thesubpath hvi; vi+1; : : : ; vji; 1 � i < j � k, will be denoted as P (vi; vj). A yle is a path whoseendverties oinide.A spanning path T = hv1; : : : ; vni of G is alled a Hamiltonian path. Edges in E(T ) are alledpath edges, while the remaining edges of G are alled yle edges.A graph G is 2-vertex onneted (or simply bionneted) if, given any three distint vertiesu; v; w of G, there exists a path from u to w not passing through v.An ear deomposition C0; P1; : : : ; Pk of G is a partition of its edges into sets E(C0); E(P1); : : : ;E(Pk) suh that:(i) C0 is a yle;(ii) P1 is a path having both endverties, but no internal vertex, in V (C0);(iii) Pi, 2 � i � k, is a path having both endverties in Vi�1 = V (C0) [ V (P1) [ : : : [ V (Pi�1)and having no internal vertex in Vi�1.The paths Pi are alled ears. A t-ear is an ear onsisting of t verties. If the endverties of anear are distint we say that the ear is open.A graph is bionneted if and only if it admits an open ear deomposition (OED) [10℄. In thefollowing, we shall denote by E(G) = C0 + P1 + : : :+ Pk a bionneted spanning subgraph of Gwhose ear deomposition is C0; P1; : : : ; Pk.2.2. The initial open ear deompositionLet T = hv1; v2; : : : vni be a Hamiltonian path of G. To simplify notations, vertex vi will be inthe following identi�ed by i. We start by omputing in O(n+m) time the value [2℄L(i) = minfjjj � i ^ 9k � i : (j; k) 2 Egfor all i 2 V . Then, we deompose T in O(n +m) time and spae in a set of subpaths I =fI1; I2; : : : ; Ikg, de�ned as follows:I1 = ha0 � 1; : : : ; b1i, where b1 = maxfijL(vi) = 1g;I2 = ha1; : : : ; b2i, where b2 = maxfija0 < L(i) < b1g and a1 = L(b2);...Ij = haj�1; : : : ; bji, where bj = maxfijbj�2 � L(i) < bj�1g and aj�1 = L(bj);...Ik = hak�1; : : : ; bk � ni, where ak�1 = L(n).Note that, by de�nition, the edges (aj�1; bj), j = 1; : : : ; k are yle edges. Starting from I weidentify, in O(n) time and spae, the set of paths



5.
bi+1bi�2 biaibi�1ai�1 ai+1 ai+2 bi+2PiPi�1Pi�2ai�2ai�3 bi�3Pi�3 ai+3 bi+3Pi+3Pi+2Pi+1Set of verties possibly adjaent to verties in Pi n fai; bigSet of verties possibly adjaent to vertex bi (if bi 6� ai+1, bi+2 is exluded)Set of verties possibly adjaent to vertex ai (if bi�1 6� ai, Pi�2 n fbi�2g is exluded)Figure 1: Possible adjaenies of (grey) verties in Pi: splines denote paths, possibly empty (in suh a ase, theendverties of the spline oinide).

P = fPj jPj = haj ; : : : ; bji; j = 1; : : : ; k � 1g:Let Pi \Pj denote the set of verties V (Pi)\ V (Pj). The following properties of paths in P areeasy to show (see Figure 1):(P1): jPij � 2; i = 1; : : : ; k � 1.(P2): Pi \ Pi+1 � fbig; i = 1; : : : ; k � 2.(P3): Pi \ Pj = ;; 1 � i < j + 1 � k � 1.(P4): (Adjaenies of ai) For 3 � i � k � 1, if ai 6� bi�1, then ai is adjaent only to vertiesin T (bi�2; bi+1), otherwise ai is adjaent to ai�2 and may be also adjaent to verties inT (ai�2 + 1; bi�2 � 1). Adjaenies of ai for i = 1; 2 an be easily inferred.(P5): (Adjaenies of bi) For 1 � i � k � 2, if bi 6� ai+1, then bi is adjaent only to verties inT (ai�1; bi+2 � 1), otherwise bi is also adjaent to bi+2. Adjaenies of bk�1 an be easilyinferred.(P6): (Adjaenies of an internal vertex of Pi) For 3 � i � k � 2, an internal vertex v of Pi anbe adjaent only to verties in T (bi�2; bi+1). Adjaenies of v for i = 1; 2; k � 1 an beeasily inferred.Let C0 = (V0; E0), whereV0 = V n k�1[i=1fai + 1; : : : ; bi � 1g E0 =  E(T ) n k�1[i=1 E(Pi)! [ k[i=1(ai�1; bi):It is not hard to see that C0 is a yle, and together with the paths in P de�nes a (planar) OEDof a bionneted spanning subgraph E(G) of G (see Figure 2). If an ear Pi = hai; : : : ; bii has its�rst vertex oiniding with the last vertex of Pi�1, that is ai � bi�1, we say that Pi is speial,otherwise it is regular.
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Figure 2: The bionneted spanning subgraph E(G): splines denote paths, possibly empty.3. The re�nement algorithmThe algorithm starts from E(G) = C0+P1+: : :+Pk�1 and produes a new bionneted spanningsubgraph of G, say E 0(G) = D0 + Q1 + : : : + Qp, p � k � 1, whose speial 3-ears are poorlyadjaent in G to the rest of the ears. We shall show that eah Qj; j = 1; : : : ; p needs at least 3edges (in amortized sense) to be bionneted to the rest of the graph. It is worth noting thatif an ear in E(G) is a regular t-ear, with t � 3, then at least t edges are neessary to bionnetits t verties to the rest of G. Therefore, to obtain an approximation ratio of 4=3, it suÆes tohandle 2-ears and speial 3-ears in E(G).3.1. High level desription of the algorithmThe algorithm sets initially D0 := C0, and then onsiders one after the other all the ears inE(G). At the i-th step, the partial bionneted subgraph D0 + Q1 + : : : + Qj�1, j � i, hasalready been onstruted and the new ear Pi of E(G) is onsidered:1. if Pi is a 2-ear, then Pi ontains a single edge, and it is simply disarded from E(G);2. if Pi is a speial 3-ear (in the sense that its �rst vertex oinides with the last vertex ofthe last reated re�ned ear, say Qj�1), then we onsider its adjaenies in G with Qj�1, aswell as with the next ear Pi+1 (if any) and with D0, and we de�ne four proedures aimingto eliminate Pi from E(G);3. otherwise, Pi is simply added to the �nal solution.The four proedures mentioned in the Step 2. are alled GLUEDOWN, GLUEUP, STRETCHand SWITCH and they are given in detail in the Appendix. Here, we provide a high-leveldesription of them and we make use of sampling �gures to illustrate how they work. In therest of the paper, the �rst (last) vertex of Qj will be denoted with �j (�j). So, the 3-earPi = hai; v; bii onsidered at the i-th step of the algorithm is speial if ai � �j�1.The proedure GLUEDOWN either glues together the speial 3-ear Pi with Qj�1, wherejQj�1j � 5, or eliminates Pi and transforms Qj�1 into a regular 3-ear. Figure 3 illustrates thevarious ases of the proedure (for eah ase, the left piture represents E(G) and the right onerepresents E 0(G)).The proedure GLUEUP either eliminates Pi and transforms Pi+1 into a regular t-ear, t = 3or 4, or eliminates both of them by elongating D0. The operations performed are similar to theone depited in ase () of Figure 3, and are desribed in detail in the Appendix.
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Figure 3: Proedure GLUEDOWN(Qj�1; Pi): dashed edges are in E(G)nE(E(G)). Cases (a)-(g) are assoiatedwith ases (a)-(g) of the proedure (see the Appendix).
The proedure STRETCH eliminates the speial 3-ear Pi and elongates D0 by inserting v, asshown in Figure 4.Finally, the proedure SWITCH eliminates Pi by inserting v in D0 and elongates Qj�1 so thatit will ontain at least 4 verties. Figure 5 depits samples of the exeution of this proedure.The algorithm to �nd a re�ned ear deomposition E 0(G) is given in the following:
Algorithm Re�ned Open Ear Deomposition;Input: A graph G and a bionneted spanning subgraph E(G) = C0 + P1 + : : :+ Pk�1 of G;Output: A re�ned bionneted spanning subgraph E 0(G) = D0 +Q1 + : : :+Qp of G, with p � k � 1.
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Qj�1bi+1Pibi (a) Pi (b) biai�1 bi bi + 1bi Pi bi + 1 () vvv vv bi bi+1v�j�1 � ai �j�1 � ai �j�1 � ai �j�1 � ai �j�1 � ai �j�1 � ai) )) bi�j�1 � ai�1Qj�1

Figure 4: Proedure STRETCH(D0; v): dashed edges are in E(G) nE(E(G)). Cases (a)-() are assoiated withases (a)-() of the proedure (see the Appendix).

bi�j�1 Qj�1v
�j�1�j�1 � ai�1

Pi�j�1 � aivbi�2 (a))biQj�1

()Pi�j�1 � aiv )biQj�1bi�2
�j�1 � ai�1u Pi�j�1 � aivbi�2 (b))biQj�1u biQj�1v

�j�1�j�1biv Qj�1�j�1�j�1 �j�1 � ai�1
Figure 5: Proedure SWITCH(D0; Qj�1; v): dashed edges are E(G) n E(E(G)). Cases (a)-() are assoiatedwith ases (a)-() of the proedure (see the Appendix).

Proedure ROED(G;E(G));D0 := C0; Q1 := P1; j := 2; �1 := a1; �1 := b1; b0 := a0;for eah path Pi; i = 2; : : : ; k � 1 suh that jPij > 2 do beginif Pi = hai; v; bii is speial thenase adjaenies of v ofv is adjaent to some internal vertex of Qj�1 and jQj�1j � 5: GLUEDOWN(Qj�1; Pi);v is adjaent to some internal vertex of Pi+1 and jPi+1j � 5: GLUEUP(Pi+1; Pi);hai; v; bi+1i or hbi; v; ai�1i or hbi; v; bi + 1i is a triangle: STRETCH(D0; v);v is adjaent to D0(bi�2; ai�1 � 1) and jD0(bi�2; ai�1)j � 3: SWITCH(D0; Qj�1; v);all other adjaenies: begin Qj := Pi; j := j + 1 end;end ase;else begin Qj := Pi; j := j + 1 end; fQj is reated with jQj j � 3gend;end ROED.



9.3.2. Analysis of the algorithmThe output of the algorithm is a new bionneted spanning subgraph E 0(G) = D0+Q1+ : : :+Qpof G, where no new speial 3-ear has been reated. More spei�ally, if Qj ; 2 � j � p, is a speial3-ear of E 0(G), then there exists an index i � j suh that Qj = Pi.The next lemma will show that the speial 3-ears remaining from the original OED E(G)are those ones having their internal vertex poorly adjaent in G to the rest of the graph. Inthe following, we will denote by Li the path C0(bi�2; ai�1) and by Ui the path C0(bi; ai+1),3 � i � k � 2. Moreover, we set L2 = C0(a0; a1) and Uk�1 = C0(bk�1; ak�1). These paths anbe easily identi�ed by looking at Figure 2.Given two paths P and P 0, let in the following P [P 0 denote the set of verties V (P )[V (P 0).Observe �rst that, from property (P6), the internal vertex v of a speial 3-ear Qj = Pi an beadjaent only to verties belonging to Li [ Pi�1 [ Pi [ Ui [ Pi+1, 2 � i � k � 1.If Qj = Pi is a speial 3-ear, we say that a vertex u is a redit vertex for Qj if u 2Li [ Ui [Qj�1 [Qj+1, u is not the endvertex of any ear of E 0(G) and, moreover, it is uniquelyassoiated with Qj. Notie that, by de�nition, Li � Ui�2, and therefore Li (or Ui) an ontain(at most) two redit verties.Lemma 3.1. The algorithm ROED(G; E(G)) yields a re�ned bionneted spanning subgraphE 0(G) = D0 + Q1 + : : : + Qp of G suh that for eah speial 3-ear Qj = h�j � �j�1; v; �ji =Pi; 2 � j � p; j � i � k � 1, the following properties hold:(Q1): v is not adjaent to bi+1, ai�1 and bi + 1;(Q2): if v is adjaent to some internal vertex of Qt, t = j � 1 or t = j + 1, then Qt ontains aredit vertex for Qj;(Q3): if v is adjaent to some vertex of Li, then Li ontains a redit vertex for Qj;(Q4): if v is adjaent to some vertex of Ui other than bi, then Ui ontains a redit vertex for Qj.Proof. Property (Q1) follows trivially from the proedure STRETCH of the algorithm.To prove (Q2), observe �rst that, by the proedures GLUEDOWN and GLUEUP of thealgorithm, jQtj � 6. Then at least one internal vertex of Qt an be used as a redit vertex forQj.Conerning (Q3), if v is adjaent to a vertex u in Li, then jLij � 4, sine otherwise theproedure SWITCH would have been applied, and Qj would have not been a speial 3-ear forE 0(G). Hene, Li ontains at least two verties whih are not enverties of any ear of E 0(G), andthen Li ontains a redit vertex for Qj .Finally, onerning (Q4), if v is adjaent to a vertex u in Ui other than bi, then jUij � 3 sineotherwise the proedure STRETCH would have been applied. Now, if jUij � 4, then analogouslyto the previous ase, Ui ontains a redit vertex for Qj. On the other hand, if jUij = 3, i.e.,Ui = hbi; u; ai+1i, then the only hane is that v is adjaent to ai+1, sine otherwise proedureSTRETCH would have been applied. If Qj+2 is a speial 3-ear, then its internal vertex is notadjaent to any vertex of Li+2 � Ui, sine otherwise the proedure SWITCH would have beenapplied to the ear Qj+2. This implies that u 2 Ui is a redit vertex for Qj . The same holds ifQj+2 is not a speial 3-ear, sine in this ase u an be a redit vertex only for Qj. This ompletesthe proof.



10.Lemma 3.2. Let E 0(G) = D0 +Q1 + : : : +Qp be the output produed by ROED(G; E(G)). LetHOPT = (V;EOPT) be a minimum size bionneted spanning subgraph of G. ThenjEOPTj � maxfn; 3pg:Proof. If n � 3p then the inequality follows trivially. Then, let us show that jEOPTj � 3p whenn < 3p. As �rst, observe that eah vertex in a bionneted graph has at least one edge enteringand one edge leaving. Now, in order to ount the edges of EOPT exatly one, we will ount onlyhalf edge entering and half edge leaving eah vertex under onsideration.Let us onsider the j-th ear of the system, Qj = h�j ; v; : : : ; �ji; 1 � j � p. If Qj is speial(i.e., �j�1 � �j), then we set Q0j = hv; : : : ; �ji, otherwise we set Q0j = Qj. Clearly, the paths Q0jare pairwise disjoint.If jQ0j j � 3, then at least 3 new edges are needed to bionnet Q0j to the rest of the graph.Hene, we restrit ourselves to the ase when Q0j = hv; �ji, namely Qj is a speial 3-ear. Notiethat the �rst ear is never speial, and then Q01 ontains at least 3 verties, while the p-th earhas at least 3 verties in amortized sense, sine it is easy to see that in D0(�p; �p) there existsat least one vertex that an be uniquely assoiated with Qp as a redit vertex; thus, both Q1and Qp need at least 3 edges to be bionneted.We shall prove that eah speial 3-ear Qj = Pi, 2 � j � p � 1, needs at least 3 edges to bebionneted to the rest of the graph. But these three edges will be distributed di�erently amongthe verties of Q0j , depending on the adjaenies of v. More spei�ally, we shall prove that ifv is not adjaent to verties of G other than �j and �j , then one full edge entering v and onefull edge leaving v will be ounted in EOPT, plus half edge entering and half edge leaving �j. Onthe other hand, if v is adjaent to verties of G di�erent from �j and �j , then Q0j will borrow aredit vertex u from Li [ Ui [Qj�1 [Qj+1, and the three edges needed to bionnet Q0j [ fugto the rest of the graph will be distributed so that eah vertex has half edge entering and halfedge leaving.Suppose now that the laim does not hold and let Q0j be the speial 3-ear whih fails to satisfyit and has index j � 2 as small as possible. Sine Qj is a speial 3-ear, it was speial also beforebeing onsidered by the algorithm ROED(G; E(G)). This means that there exists an index isuh that Pi = Qj. We onsider now the two ases:Case 1. v is adjaent only to �j and �j.Note �rst that, by the hoie of the index j, only half edge entering and half edge leaving�j � �j�1 have been ounted in EOPT. The rest of the proof is based on the key observationthat, from properties (P4) and (P6), verties of index greater than �j � bi are not adjaent toverties of index smaller than �j � ai, sine ai � �j�1 � bi�1. Hene, all the paths from avertex x > bi to a vertex y < ai must use verties in Qj .The edges (�j ; v) and (v; �j) need to be inserted in EOPT in order to bionnet v to the rest ofthe graph. Now, suppose that one of the half edges ounted for �j oinides with half of (�j ; v).If the remaining half edge of �j onnets it to a vertex greater than or equal to bi, then, fromthe above observation, all paths from a vertex x > bi to a vertex y < ai use the vertex bi. Thus,bi is a utvertex of HOPT, a ontradition.On the other hand, if the remaining half edge of �j onnets it to a vertex smaller than ai,then, again, from the above observation, all paths from a vertex x > bi to a vertex y < ai usethe vertex bi. Thus, bi is a utvertex of HOPT, a ontradition. It follows that half of the edge(�j ; v) has not been ounted as a leaving half edge of �j: sine it has to be added in order tobionnet v to the rest of the graph, we have to ount it as a full edge for v. Similarly, we an



11.prove that half of (v; �j) annot be ounted as half edge entering or leaving �j . The reasoningis analogous to the previous one with the role of ai and bi interhanged. It follows that the halfedges leaving and entering �j are di�erent from (v; �j). This proves the laim.Case 2. v is adjaent to some vertex u di�erent from �j and �j.Let us reall that, from property (P6), v may be adjaent only to verties belonging to Li [Pi�1 [ Pi [ Ui [ Pi+1.First, suppose that the vertex u is an internal vertex of Pi�1. Sine Pi is speial, it is easy tosee that V (Pi�1) � V (Qj�1), and then u 2 Qj�1. Hene, from property (Q2) of Lemma 3.1, wehave that Qj�1 ontains a redit vertex for Qj .On the other hand, if u is an internal vertex of Pi+1, then from the fat that Pi is speial, itfollows that jPi+1j > 5, sine otherwise Pi would have been eliminated by proedure GLUEUP.Hene, it is easy to see that V (Pi+1) � V (Qj+1), and then u 2 Qj+1. Therefore, from property(Q2) of Lemma 3.1, we have that Qj+1 ontains a redit vertex for Qj.Suppose now that u is not an internal vertex of Pi�1 and Pi+1, that is u 2 Li [ Ui [ fbi+1g.From property (Q1) of Lemma 3.1, it must be u 6� bi+1. Heneforth, u 2 Li [ Ui, and fromproperties (Q3) and (Q4) of Lemma 3.1, we have that at least one of these paths ontains aredit vertex for Qj.It follows that for any speial 3-ear we have to onsider three new verties whih need tobe bionneted with the rest of the graph, the verties v and �j plus one redit vertex for Qj.Therefore, sine eah of these verties needs at least half edge entering and half edge leaving, atleast 3 new edges need to be ounted in EOPT.Theorem 3.3. Given a bionneted graph G = (V;E) with n � 3 verties and m edges, anda Hamiltonian path T in G, there exists an O(n + m) time and spae algorithm yielding abionneted spanning subgraph E 0(G) = (V;E0) of G suh that the size of E0 is at most 4/3 timesthe size of EOPT, where HOPT = (V;EOPT) is a bionneted spanning subgraph of G of minimumsize. The bound is asymptotially tight.Proof. The initial bionneted spanning subgraph E(G) of G an be omputed in O(n +m)time and spae. The algorithm ROED(G; E(G)) requires O(n +m) time, sine it performs onO(n) speial 3-ears a onstant number of operations whih an be exeuted in O(1) time, andspae oupany is trivially O(m + n). Moreover, it outputs a re�ned bionneted spanningsubgraph E 0(G) = (V;E0) of G, suh that jE0j = n+ p.By Lemma 3.2, we have that jEOPTj � maxfn; 3pg, and henejE0jjEOPTj � n+ pmaxfn; 3pg :Thus, if n � 3p we have jE0jjEOPTj � n+ pn � 43nn = 43while if n < 3p, we get jE0jjEOPTj � n+ p3p � 4p3p = 43 :The above bound is asymptotially tight. In fat, onsider the graph G and the bionnetedspanning subgraph E(G) depited in Figure 3. Notie that E 0(G) � E(G) and then k � 1 = p.



12.Moreover, n = 3k = 3(p + 1) and G is Hamiltonian (dotted yle). Hene, jE0jjEOPTj = n+pn =3(p+1)+p3(p+1) = 1 + p3(p+1) , whih tends to 4=3 for large p.
bkbk�2 � ak�1P4P3 P5P6 P7

bk�1bk�3 � ak�2
bk�4 � ak�3

b7 � a8b1 � a2a0 a1 b2 � a3
b3 � a4 b5 � a6

b4 � a5 b6 � a7 : : : Pk�2Pk�3P2P1 Pk�1
Figure 6: A graph G for whih the approximation ratio tends to 4/3.4. ConlusionsIn this paper we have presented a 4=3-approximation algorithm for the MBSH problem whihruns in O(n+m) time and spae.The problem of �nding a similar result for the general ase in whih the Hamiltonian path(if any) is not given, remains open. Sine a Hamiltonian path orresponds to a depth �rstsearh (DFS) spanning tree of G, one ould try to apply the tehnique developed in this paperto solve the general ase. The idea would be to apply our algorithm to eah branh of ageneri DFS spanning tree of G and then ollet the outputs from the di�erent subproblems.However, in doing this, more omplex adjaenies among ears arise, and the ear deompositionre�nement beomes harder. The extension of our algorithm to the general ase is urrentlyunder investigation.AppendixIn this Appendix, we provide a detailed desription of proedures GLUEDOWN, GLUEUP,STRETCH and SWITCH de�ned in the previous setion.Proedure GLUEDOWN(Qj�1; Pi);ase adjaenies of v of fIn eah of the following ases Pi is eliminatedg(a) Qj�1 = h�j�1; u1; u2; u3; �j�1i and (v; u1) 2 E:Qj�1 = h�j�1 := ai; u3; u2; u1; v; �j�1 := bii; fQj�1 is elongated: note that its last vertex is now bigQj�1 = h�j�1; u1; u2; u3; �j�1i and (v; u2) 2 E:(b) if (u1; u3) 2 E then Qj�1 = h�j�1; v; u2; u3; u1; �j�1i() else beginD0 = D0 n h�j�1; bii [ h�j�1; u1; u2; v; bii; fD0 is elongatedgQj�1 = h�j�1 := u2; u3; �j�1i; fQj�1 beomes a regular 3-eargend;(d) Qj�1 = h�j�1; u1; u2; u3; �j�1i and (v; u3) 2 E:Qj�1 = h�j�1; u1; u2; u3; v; �j�1i; fQj�1 is elongatedg(e) Qj�1 = h�j�1; u1; u2; �j�1i and (v; u1) 2 E:Qj�1 = h�j�1 := ai; u2; u1; v; �j�1 := bii; fQj�1 is elongated; note that its last vertex is now big



13.(f) Qj�1 = h�j�1; u1; u2; �j�1i and (v; u2) 2 E:Qj�1 = h�j�1; u1; u2; v; �j�1i; fQj�1 is elongatedg(g) Qj�1 = h�j�1; u; �j�1i and (v; u) 2 E:Qj�1 = h�j�1; u; v; �j�1i; fQj�1 is elongatedgend ase;end GLUEDOWN.Proedure GLUEUP(Pi+1; Pi);ase adjaenies of v of fIn eah of the following ases Pi is eliminated and D0 is elongatedg(a) Pi+1 = hai+1; u1; u2; u3; bi+1i and (v; u1) 2 E:D0 := D0n(ai; bi+1) [ f(ai; v); (v; u1)g [ Pi+1(u1; bi+1); fPi+1 is eliminatedg(b) Pi+1 = hai+1; u1; u2; u3; bi+1i and (v; u2) 2 E: beginD0 := D0n(ai; bi+1) [ f(ai; v); (v; u2)g [ Pi+1(u2; bi+1);Pi+1 = hai+1; u1; u2i; end; fPi+1 beomes a regular 3-earg() Pi+1 = hai+1; u1; u2; u3; bi+1i and (v; u3) 2 E: beginD0 := D0n(ai; bi+1) [ f(ai; v); (v; u3)g [ (u3; bi+1);Pi+1 = hai+1; u1; u2; u3i; end; fPi+1 beomes a regular 4-earg(d) Pi+1 = hai+1; u1; u2; ; bi+1i and (v; u1) 2 E:D0 := D0n(ai; bi+1) [ f(ai; v); (v; u1)g [ Pi+1(u1; bi+1);(e) Pi+1 = hai+1; u1; u2; ; bi+1i and (v; u2) 2 E: beginD0 := D0n(ai; bi+1) [ f(ai; v); (v; u2)g [ (u2; bi+1);Pi+1 = hai+1; u1; u2i; end; fPi+1 beomes a regular 3-earg(f) Pi+1 = hai+1; u1; ; bi+1i and (v; u1) 2 E:D0 := D0n(ai; bi+1) [ f(ai; v); (v; u1)g [ (u1; bi+1);end ase;end GLUEUP.Proedure STRETCH(D0; v);ase adjaenies of v of fIn eah of the following ases Pi is eliminated and D0 is elongatedg(a) (v; bi+1) 2 E : D0 = D0 n hai; bi+1i [ hai; v; bi+1i;(b) (v; ai�1) 2 E : D0 = D0 n hai�1; bii [ hai�1; v; bii;() (v; bi + 1) 2 E: D0 = D0 n hbi; bi + 1i [ hbi; v; bi + 1i;end ase.end STRETCH.Proedure SWITCH(D0; Qj�1; v);ase struture of D0(bi�2; ai�1) of fIn eah of the following ases Pi is eliminatedgD0(bi�2; ai�1) � hbi�2; u; ai�1i: beginase adjaenies of v of(a) (v; bi�2) 2 E: beginD0 = D0 n hbi�2; u; ai�1; bii [ hbi�2; v; bii;Qj�1 = h�j�1 := bi�2; u; ai�1; : : : ; �j�1i; end; fQj�1 is elongated; its �rst vertex is now bi�2g(b) (v; u) 2 E: beginD0 = D0 n hu; ai�1; bii [ hu; v; bii;Qj�1 = h�j�1 := u; ai�1; : : : ; �j�1i; end; fQj�1 is elongated; its �rst vertex is now ugend ase.() D0(bi�2; ai�1) � hbi�2; ai�1i: beginD0 = D0 n hbi�2; ai�1; bii [ hbi�2; v; bii;Qj�1 = h�j�1 := bi�2; �j�1 � ai�1; : : : ; �j�1i; fQj�1 is elongated; its �rst vertex is now bi�2gend;end ase.end SWITCH.
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